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The system of Fe on Ws001d has been investigated using spin-integrated as well as spin polarized scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. The electronic structure in the pseudomorphic growth regime and the
beginning of strain relief has been studied and a pronounced layer dependence of the differential conductance
has been observed. The spin-resolved measurements focus on the magnetic structure in the pseudomorphic
regime. The domain structure is investigated with high spatial resolution and the fourfold anisotropy can
directly be deduced from the maps of differential conductance. Quantitative analysis of the intensity of the
signal reveals a layer dependent easy axis in the pseudomorphic regime. While the second and third monolayer
are magnetized alongk110l directions of the surface the fourth monolayer has an easy axis alongk100l. These
high-symmetry directions and therefore also the layer-dependent easy axes enclose an angle of 45°.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetism of reduced dimensions is a fascinating topic
which still holds a lot of barely understood phenomena.1 For
the understanding of magnetic properties in general it is in-
dispensable to study the basic properties in nanometer-scale
systems where changes in structure or size have large effects
on the magnetic properties. Model systems for magnetism of
reduced dimensions are magnetic thin films or islands on
nonmagnetic substrates. A wide variety of thin-film systems
have shown a thickness dependent change in anisotropy.2–8

Also size dependent effects have been studied and it has been
observed that different magnetic ground states are realized
connected with the morphology of the system.9–11

There has been a lot of interest in the magnetic properties
of highly strained pseudomorphic Fe films on Ws001d. The
structural properties have been studied by various spatially
averaging12–14 and high-resolution methods.15,16 It was con-
sistently found that independent of the growth temperature
sTù300 Kd the first monolayer initially wets the Ws001d
substrate. This Fe wetting layer is thermodynamically stable
up to the desorption temperaturesT<1200 Kd. In contrast,
the growth mode of the following Fe layers critically de-
pends on the substrate temperature and/or annealing condi-
tions. At room temperature the atom mobility is rather low
leading to relatively rough films that consist of small islands
with a typical diameter of about 10 nm and a blurred low-
energy electron-diffraction(LEED) pattern.15 The film qual-
ity can be improved by moderate annealing at 400 KøT
ø600 K as indicated by a sharp LEED pattern and larger
islands. Only at annealing/growth temperaturesTù600 K
the Fe films break up into relaxed three-dimensional islands
on top of a closed pseudomorphic 2 monolayer(ML )
carpet.15

Contrary results have been reported concerning the mag-
netic properties of Fe films on Ws001d in the low coverage
regime which have mainly been studied by spatially averag-
ing methods.13–22At coverageuø1 ML no magnetic signal
was found which was attributed to a paramagnetic or antifer-

romagnetic state.20 Ab initio density-functional theory calcu-
lations supported the latter explanation.23 According to early
magneto-optical Kerr effect(MOKE) measurements17 the
easy magnetization axis of 1–3 ML Fe/Ws110d is along
k110l directions.18,19 In contrast, the results of spin polarized
electron-diffraction experiments were interpreted in terms of
a k100l easy axis.13,21Recent MOKE data, however, confirm
the former measurements, i.e., that the easy axis of room-
temperature grown films is along thek110l axis up to a cov-
erageu<6 ML.15,16 Only for higher coverage ak100l easy
axis is observed. Growth at a substrate temperatureT
=400 K shifts this spin reorientation transition to the slightly
lower coverage of the onset of dislocation formation(local
coverageuù5 ML).15,16

Since it is well known that different morphologies can
lead to diverse magnetic structures the importance of inves-
tigating the structure as well as the magnetic properties with
high spatial resolution to fully understand a system is obvi-
ous. Spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy(SP-
STM) satisfies the criteria mentioned and thus is a powerful
tool to study the magnetism of reduced dimensions and cor-
relate it directly to the topographic as well as the electronic
structure.24,25 To overcome the discrepancy concerning the
magnetic properties of thin Fe films on Ws001d we used
SP-STM to investigate the system: this method is magneti-
cally sensitive and has a high spatial resolution which allows
not only the investigation of magnetic properties but also a
direct correlation to electronic structure measurements and
detailed topographic studies.

This paper is organized as follows: After a brief introduc-
tion into the experimental setup and the measurement proce-
dures(Sec. II) we will discuss the results obtained on recon-
structed islands with a local coverage just above the onset of
relaxation (Sec. III A) and on pseudomorphic films(Sec.
III B ). In both cases structural and spin-averaged electronic
properties are directly correlated. Additionally, spin-resolved
data measured on pseudomorphic films(Sec. III B) reveal a
nanometer-scale local coverage dependent rotation of the
easy axis. While the second and third monolayer are magne-
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tized alongk110l directions, fourth monolayer patches have
an easy axis alongk100l. The results will be summarized in
Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments have been performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum(UHV) system consisting of separate chambers for
preparation, molecular-beam epitaxy, standard surface sci-
ence analysis methods such as low-energy diffraction
(LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy, and a chamber
holding a cryogenic STM.26 The base pressure in all cham-
bers is in the low 10−9Pa regime. The Ws001d substrate is
cleaned by cycles of annealingsT<1700 Kd in oxygen at-
mospherespO2

<5310−5Pad for 20 min and a subsequent
short flash to high temperaturesT<2500 Kd in UHV.16 Fe is
evaporated from a rod heated by electron bombardment at a
rate of<1 ML per minute withpø1310−8 Pa. The cover-
ageu is always given in pseudomorphic monolayers and in
the context of spatially resolved measurements refers to the
local coverage. The growth mode of Fe on the Ws001d sub-
strate can be influenced by simultaneous or subsequent heat-
ing of the sample which is done by indirect heating. The
temperature is measured via a thermocouple attached to the
manipulator in close vicinity to the sample. After preparation
the sample is transferred to the cryogenic STM which also
holds a tip exchange mechanism. Spin-integrated measure-
ments are preformed with W tips chemically etched from a
polycrystalline wire. For spin-resolved measurements these
tips are flashedin vacuoto remove any contaminants. Coat-
ing with <10 ML of Fe and subsequent moderate annealing
leads to a magnetic in-plane sensitivity referring to the
sample surface.24,25During measurements tip and sample are
held atT=13±1 K. All topographic images are measured in
constant current mode. Differential conductancesdI /dUd sig-
nals are obtained using lock-in technique with a modulation
voltageUmod<10–20 mV of frequencyf <3–8 kHz added
to the bias voltage. WhiledI /dU spectra are acquired with an
open feedback loop at the given stabilization parameters,
dI /dU maps are measured with closed loop at the indicated
voltage.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following the growth modes of Fe on Ws001d in the
low coverage regime are studied. Topographic images are
correlated with electronic structure measurements and the
magnetic properties in the pseudomorphic growth regime are
investigated.

A. Transition from pseudomorphic growth to strain relief

Preparation of a sample of Fe on Ws001d with moderate
annealing of the substrate during evaporation of Fe leads to a
morphology with different local coverage in the regime of a
few monolayers. Foruù2 ML a pseudomorphic wetting
layer of 2ML is always observed. The 3rd and 4th ML also
grow pseudomorphically but not in a strict layer-by-layer
growth mode. Beginning with the 5th ML strain is relieved

by incorporation of dislocation lines alongk100l. They form
a regular pattern which was identified to be as931d
superstructure.15

1. Topography

Figure 1(a) shows the topography of 5.1 ML of Fe evapo-
rated onto the sample held atT<550 K. The elongated is-
lands along thek100l directions of the surface are of local
coverageù5 ML. As we will show below they exhibit dis-
location lines along the long axis of the islands. While the
topography image of Fig. 1(a) only allows the discrimination
between reconstructed and pseudomorphic areas, thedI /dU
map atU= +0.2 V shown in Fig. 1(b) makes it possible to
distinguish between different local coverages. Besides the
fact that at this voltage thedI /dU signal is generally larger
on reconstructed islands compared to the signal on pseudo-
morphic areas, three different contrasts can be identified in
the latter case. This leads to the conclusion that different
dI /dU signals correspond to different local coverages, in this
case to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th ML. Closed areas which show
two different contrasts are constituted of areas with two dif-
ferent local coverages and a tungsten step underneath the
surface. The positions of these buried substrate step edges
are indicated with letters a–e in Fig. 1(b). The information
gained from the topographic image together with thedI /dU
map leads to an assignment of local coverage as demon-
strated for the line profiles in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d). The plots are
taken at the position of the lines in(a) and(b), respectively.
The three differentdI /dU contrasts in the pseudomorphic
growth regime can be identified as follows: the darkest one
corresponds to a local coverage of 2 ML, the medium one to
3 ML while the brightest contrast can be assigned to 4 ML.
The local coverage along the height profile is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The sample surface is composed of
<10% of 2nd ML,<15% of 3rd ML,<25% of 4th ML, and
<40% of uù5 ML.

After identification of the different pseudomorphic cover-
age regimes the apparent height of the layers is investigated.
Figure 2(a) shows a closer view of the topography at the
section of the surface indicated by the dashed rectangle in
Fig. 1(a). The dashed line marks a buried monoatomic step
of the tungsten substrate from an upper terrace(left) to a
lower terrace(right). Again one can easily discriminate un-
equal local coverage due to different electronic structure of
the layers in thedI /dU map atU= +0.9 V in Fig. 2(b). The
local coverage is indicated in Fig. 2(a) with 2, 3, and 4 ML
for the pseudomorphic regime and A, B, and C for the re-
constructed areas. Figure 2(c) displays a model of thes9
31d reconstruction which is formed foruù5 ML assuming
that one additional atom is incorporated per dislocation line.
The histograms of Fig. 2(d) show the measured height dis-
tribution on the two terraces of the W substrate of Fig. 2(a).
The darker line is a histogram of the left terrace, with the
dominating local coverage of 2 ML, 3 ML, and coverage
denominated with C. The brighter line in Fig. 2(d) corre-
sponds to the right tungsten terrace of Fig. 2(a) with a local
coverage of 4 ML, A, B, and C. In order to compensate the
height of the monoatomic step of the tungsten substrate the
height axes of the two lines are shifted by 1.6 Å with respect
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to each other. We observe sharp peaks which are assigned to
a local coverage of 2, 3, and 4 ML and broader ones for
coverage labeled A, B, and C with the splitting due to pro-
trusions and depressions of the reconstruction. The height
difference between adjacent peaks is given in Å. The bulk
lattice constant for bcc W isaW=3.165 Å and for Fe it is
aFe=2.8665 Å.27 Considering a bcc(001) surface one ex-
pects an ideal monoatomic step for W to behW=1.583 Å and
for Fe hFe=1.433 Å. We observe a large variation of the
apparent height in the low coverage regime which suggests
different electronic properties of the layers. The large height
difference ofh=3.01 Å between the 4th ML and layer A
could correspond to one additional layer, two layers, or even
three monolayers with a height ofh=1 Å each.

In order to evaluate which assumption is the most prob-
able we want to discuss the consequence of the formation of
the reconstruction and the height of reconstructed areas.

There are different approaches to approximate the influence
of strain on the dimensions of materials. For bulk materials
the Poisson ration is a measure for variations in length due
to compression or elongation in the perpendicular direction
(with nFe=0.29).27 Total-energy calculations for the system
of 2 ML Fe/Ws001d predict an interlayer distance between
the two pseudomorphic iron layers of 1.09 Å which can be
understood on the basis of a model with a constant atomic
volume for metal atoms.23 The height of uniaxial of biaxial
strained layers derived from this simple model is about the
same as an estimation with a Poisson ratio close to 1. This
discrepancy in Poisson values results in a much larger in-
ward relaxation of the pseudomorphic iron layers in the case
of the model with constant atomic volume in contrast to an
estimate with the bulk Poisson ratio. Experimental evidence
of a large inward relaxation of the bilayer of Fe/Ws001d has
been found with spin-polarized low-energy-electron diffrac-

FIG. 1. Sample of 5.1 ML of Fe on Ws001d grown atT<550 K. (a) Topography, the dashed rectangle marks the image area investigated
more closely in Fig. 2;(b) dI /dU map corresponding to(a) at U= +0.2 V, the marks(a–e) indicate steps of the underlying Ws001d substrate;
(c) height profile along the line in(a) with a sketch of the local coverage;(d) correspondingdI /dU signal along the line in(b) with dotted
lines indicating the signal strength for the different local coverage.
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tion (SPLEED) and an interlayer distance between the two
pseudomorphic iron layers of 1.20 Å was determined.22

Comparing the results of the two models with the results
from the total-energy calculation and the experimental
SPLEED data we conclude that for the highly strained Fe
films on Ws001d with a lattice mismatch close to 10% the
Poisson ratio for the bulk material is not valid anymore while
a constant volume approach gives a good estimate of the
interlayer distance.

Now the height derived from the STM measurements pre-
sented in this work is analyzed and compared to results ob-
tained from this simple model assuming that the volume per
atom does not change from fully relaxed to strained struc-
tures. With the bulk lattice constant ofaFe=2.8665 Å for the
unit cell with two atoms, the volume per Fe atom is
VFe-atom=11.777 Å3. In the pseudomorphic regime of Fe on
tungsten(001) the area per atom isAps=10.017 Å2. This
leads to a height ofhps=1.176 Å when the volume per atom

is constant. In the reconstructed areas the strain is relieved in
one k100l direction. The area per atom then isArc

=3.165 Å32.849 Å=9.017 Å2 which results in a height of
hrc=1.306 Å. The height of the 3rd and 4th ML as well as
that of layers B and C are in reasonable agreement with this
model. The height of four pseudomorphic monolayers of Fe
on tungsten(001) in this simple model is 43hps=4.704 Å.
Considering the measured value of 3.01 Å between 4th ML
and layer A we calculate the height of layer A referred to the
tungsten surface to behA =7.714 Å. It is assumed that layers
which are pseudomorphic in the low coverage regime also
relax and form the reconstruction to some extent once they
are covered with patches ofuù5 ML.16 In our simple model
the height of layer A can be reproduced best when A is the
6th ML. Assuming one pseudomorphic layer and five recon-
structed layers we calculate a height ofhA =13hps+53hrc
=7.706 Å. Even though we do not observe an intermediate
height we conclude that layer A is the 6th ML and B and C

FIG. 2. Sample of 5.1 ML of
Fe on W(001) grown at T
<500 K. (a) Topography atU=
+1.0 V, the dashed line indicates
a step of the tungsten substrate, la-
bels refer to local coverage;(b)
dI /dU map corresponding to(a)
at U= +0.9 V taken from full
spectroscopy(stabilization param-
eters:U= +1.0 V, I =1.0 nA); (c)
model of the s931d reconstruc-
tion cut along the[100] direction
perpendicular to the dislocation
lines; (d) histogram of left/upper
and right/lower terrace in(a)
shifted by 1.6 Å with respect to
each other; (e) layer-resolved
dI /dU spectra shifted bydI /dU
=2 arb. units for clarity, labels re-
fer to the local coverage[cf. (a)];
inset, dI /dU spectrum of the 1st
ML from a different measurement;
(f) dI /dU spectra taken on protru-
sions and depressions of the re-
constructed areas; inset, topogra-
phy of local coverage indicated
with C.
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one additional layer each. We are, however, not able to di-
rectly prove this with the technique of STM. Therefore, we
will keep the denominations A, B, and C.

2. Electronic structure

To investigate the electronic structure of the different lo-
cal coverage regimes in more detail spatially resolved full
dI /dU spectroscopy measurements were done in the sample
area shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Figure 2(e) shows layer-
resolveddI /dU spectroscopy data measured with stabiliza-
tion parametersU= +1.0 V andI =1.0 nA. Even though each
layer has a dominating spectral feature in the unoccupied
states of the sample and is rather featureless in the occupied
states, the fine structure of the layers proves to be quite layer
dependent. The major peak for the pseudomorphic layers is
observed at significantly different energies:

at U = + 0.44 V for 2 ML,

at U = + 0.33 V for 3 ML,

at U = + 0.49 V for 4 ML.

Theoretical calculations are necessary to reveal the cause and
nature of the features in thedI /dU spectra.

The spectra of the reconstructed layers A and C show
basically one peak and are very similar. Surprisingly the
layer in between, labeled as B differs significantly. This be-
comes even more clear in Fig. 2(f) where the spectra are
resolved to show the electronic structure on the protrusions
and in the depressions of reconstructed areas. The period of
the reconstruction isP=2.9±0.2 nm. Both region A and C
show one peak in thedI /dU spectra atU= +0.26 V and
+0.25 V, respectively, on the protrusions of the reconstruc-
tion and two peaks atU< +0.20 V andU< +0.34 V for the
depressions. Region B shows quite different spectral features
with one major peak atU= +0.28 V and a second one atU
= +0.50 V on the protrusions. In the depressions one domi-
nating peak in the unoccupied states atU= +0.22 V and an
additional peak in the occupied states atU=−0.05 V of the
sample is observed.

For a more detailed understanding of the impact of the
reconstruction on the electronic structure theoretical calcula-
tions are necessary. The magnetic properties of samples simi-
lar to the one shown in Fig. 2 have been investigated previ-
ously with MOKE measurements.15 It is proposed that they
exhibit a fourfold anisotropy with easy directions along
k110l up to the onset of dislocation formation.

B. Pseudomorphic regime

The system of Fe on Ws001d shows pseudomorphic
growth when the local coverage isø4 ML. Again the tem-
perature of the substrate during evaporation determines the
growth mode. The magnetic properties in the pseudomorphic
regime have been studied with various techniques. No mag-
netization was found in the monolayer14,15,22but calculations
predicted an antiferromagnetic ground state.28 There have
been contrary statements about the easy axis of the magne-

tization for the pseudomorphic layers. Surface magneto-
optical Kerr effect measurements showed an easy axis along
k110l for 1.5 ML of Fe on Ws001d (Ref. 19) but measure-
ments with SPLEED of up to 5 ML were interpreted in terms
of an easy axis alongk100l even though it was pointed out
that a magnetic easy axis alongk110l is also possible.13 Re-
ferring to the SPLEED measurements it was then assumed
that the magnetization is alongk100l (Refs. 14 and 22) until
MOKE measurements suggested an easy direction along
k110l for moderately annealed pseudomorphic films up to the
onset of dislocation formation.15 Using the method of SP-
STM we investigated the magnetism in the pseudomorphic
regime of Fe on Ws001d with high spatial resolution.

Since the azimuth of in-plane sensitive magnetic tips is
usually unknown, SP-STM measurements only hold infor-
mation aboutvariations of the sample magnetization with
respect to the tip magnetization but are unable to determine
the absolutedirection of magnetization. The tunneling cur-
rent between two spin-polarized electrodesISP can be de-
scribed by

ISPsrW,U0d = I0f1 + PsPtcossMW s,MW tdg, s1d

whereI0 is the non-spin-polarized current. The indices stand
for the sample(s) and the tip(t). P is the spin polarization

and MW the magnetization. SinceI0, Ps, Pt, andMW t are con-
stant at a given voltageU for a specific layer, a variation in
ISP and therefore alsodI /dU can be attributed to different

directions of the sample magnetizationMW s with respect

to MW t.

1. Topography

Figure 3 shows the topography of samples with different
growth conditions. In all cases the Ws001d is covered with a

FIG. 3. Topography of Fe on Ws001d in the pseudomorphic
regime with different growth conditions.(a) 2.2 ML Fe on Ws001d
grown at T<525 K; (b) 3.2 ML Fe on Ws001d grown at T
<525 K; (c) 3.0 ML Fe on Ws001d grown atT<550 K.
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2 ML thick wetting layer. When evaporating more thanu
=2 ML of Fe onto a sample held at moderate temperature
sT<525 Kd islands of the 3rd ML start to nucleate as shown
in Fig. 3(a). When increasing the coverage islands of the 3rd
ML grow and coalesce, but the 3rd ML remains uncom-
pleted. As can be seen in Fig. 3(b) 4th ML islands start to
form before the layer underneath is closed. Just as for small
islands of the 3rd ML(a), the edges of the larger patches are
preferably oriented along thek100l directions(b). The 4th
ML islands on top are of a compact shape and also form
edges alongk100l. At this temperature the interlayer mass
transport is hindered and the proportions of the different lay-
ers can be quantitatively understood considering that once
patches of the 3rd ML have been formed additional Fe is
distributed onto 2nd and 3rd ML according to the percentage

of the respective area. When increasing the temperature of
the Ws001d substrate during evaporation only slightlysT
<550 Kd the growth mode changes dramatically as shown in
Fig. 3(c). Only very few areas with a local coverage of 3ML
are observed and they are of irregular shape. Islands of the
4th ML again have edges preferably oriented along thek100l
directions but are of elongated shape, in contrast to the com-
pact islands observed before(b). Obviously, the 3rd ML is
thermodynamically unstable. When the temperature of the
substrate is increased during growth, the mobility of the at-
oms is high enough to allow interlayer mass transport and a
thermodynamically more stable sample is formed, consisting
mainly of local coverage of 2 and 4 ML. The elongated
shape of the 4th ML islands can be explained by a partial
strain relief in the direction of the narrow axis of the island,

FIG. 4. (Color) Sample of 3.0 ML of Fe on Ws001d grown atT<550 K. (a) Topography, arrows indicate 3rd ML islands which will be
referred to in Sec. III B 3;(b) correspondingdI /dU map measured atU=−0.8 V, color: 2nd ML /gray: 3, 4 ML;(c) dI /dU map corre-
sponding to(a) at U=−0.1 V, color: 4th ML /gray: 2, 3 ML;(d) magnetization of 2nd ML with respect to tip magnetization;(e) magneti-
zation of 4th ML with respect to tip magnetization;(f) sketch of the 45° rotation between 2nd and 4th ML magnetization.

FIG. 5. (Color) Sample of 3.0 ML of Fe on Ws001d grown atT<550 K. (a) dI /dU map atU=−0.1 V; (b) sketch of the 45° rotation
between 2nd and 4th ML magnetization.
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which is only energetically favorable until a maximum width
is reached. Even though no reconstruction is visible the at-
oms at the edges of the islands can move inwards slightly
and thus reduce stress.

2. Magnetism: Wetting layer and 4th ML islands

We investigated the magnetic properties of a sample with
4th ML islands on top of the 2 ML wetting layer using spin-
polarized STM. Figure 4 shows data acquired with a
Fe-coated tungsten tip which is sensitive to the in-plane com-
ponent of the sample magnetization. The topography(a)
shows a sample of 3.0 ML Fe/Ws001d [cf. Fig. 3(c)]. The
correspondingdI /dU map in Fig. 4(b) is measured at a bias
voltage ofU=−0.8 V and shows a strong magnetic contrast
for the 2nd ML which is presented in color scale(see also the
full range of the color scale to the right in Fig. 4). For clarity
the areas of the 3rd and 4th ML have been put to gray. One
can distinguish four different contrasts on the 2nd ML de-
nominated with small roman numberssi –ivd starting with
the highest intensity. We have analyzed the strength of the
different dI /dU signals of Fig. 4(b) (smoothed data) and
found the following in arbitrary units(a.u.):

sdI/dUdi = 2.26 ± 0.08 a.u.,

sdI/dUdii = 1.92 ± 0.08 a.u.,

sdI/dUdiii = 1.74 ± 0.09 a.u.,

sdI/dUdiv = 1.40 ± 0.13 a.u.

Considering the fourfold symmetry of the(001) surface we
can assume opposite magnetization for domainsi and iv and
for domainsii and iii , respectively. We calculated the ampli-
tudesA of the dI /dU signal of oppositely magnetized do-
mains,

Ai–iv = 0.86 ± 0.15 a.u.,

Aii–iii = 0.18 ± 0.12 a.u.,

and on the basis of Eq.(1) we can calculate the relative

orientation between tip magnetizationMW t and sample mag-

netizationMW s,

tan a =
Aii–iii

Ai–iv
. s2d

a denominates the angle betweenMW t andMW s, in this case the
magnetization of domaini. We found

a2 ML = 11.8 ± 7.9 ° .

This result is schematically drawn in Fig. 4(d) with MW t and

MW s indicated by the arrows. The shaded regions mark the
error. Although an opposite sense of rotation would also be

consistent with our data,MW i is rotated arbitrarily anticlock-
wise by a2 ML. Figure 4(c) shows the same section of the
surface at a different voltage measured simultaneously to(b)
(forward and backward scan). At this voltage the 4th ML
shows a strong magnetic contrast and is presented in color
scale while the other layers are put to gray for better visibil-

ity. Again one can distinguish four different magnetic do-
mains indicated with arabic numbers(1–4) from highest to
lowest intensity. Comparing the domain structure of the 2nd
ML [Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)] with that of the 4th ML no direct
correlation is found. We analyzed thedI /dU signal of the 4th
ML in the same way as described for the 2nd ML with

sdI/dUd1 = 7.61 ± 0.14 a.u.,

sdI/dUd2 = 7.29 ± 0.16 a.u.,

sdI/dUd3 = 6.62 ± 0.12 a.u.,

sdI/dUd4 = 6.30 ± 0.12 a.u.,

and calculated an angle of

a4 ML = 27.1 ± 7.7°

between the magnetization of the tip and the magnetization
of domain 1 on the 4th ML as schematically sketched in Fig.

4(e). Here the arrow forMW 1 has been arbitrarily turned clock-
wise by a4 ML. Calculating the angle between 2nd and 4th
ML magnetization for the two possible rotation directions of
a2 ML anda4 ML (±11.8° and ±27.1°) one obtains angles of
15.3±11.0° and 38.9±11.0°. Considering that we deal with a
bcc (001) surface the only possible high-symmetry axes are
k100l andk110l. Therefore, the magnetization vectors of the
2nd and 4th ML must either be collinear or include an angle
of 45°. Since a collinear arrangement is not within the error
we conclude that a rotation of 45° is realized here.

To directly investigate the correlation between the magne-
tization of the 2nd ML with that of the 4th ML we closely
compared the spatially resolved data of Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
We observe 4th ML islands withMW 4 both on patches with

MW iii and MW iv. Also 4th ML islands withMW 3 are present on

two different domains of the 2nd ML, namely,MW ii andMW iv.

Islands withMW 2 are found on 2nd ML patches withMW i (not

shown here) andMW iii , while MW 1 is observed onMW i only. This
indicates that the magnetization axes of the 4th ML lie in
between the magnetization axes of the 2nd ML. We conclude
that we observe a rotation of 45° between the magnetization
axes of 2 ML and 4 ML as already proposed after analyzing
the angles calculated from thedI /dU intensities. This result
is sketched in Fig. 4(f).

Figure 5(a) shows a dI /dU map of again 3.0 ML
Fe/Ws001d with a spin-polarized tip at a larger scale and a
sample bias ofU=−0.1 V. Here the different magnetization
axes of 2nd and 4th ML can be studied within the same
image. We observe two different signal strengths of the 2nd
ML denominated withi and ii . Three different contrasts
(1–3) can be found for the 4th ML. There are no other con-
trasts not only on this section of the surface but on the whole
area of the surface studied with this spin-polarized tip. Again
we can assume four equivalent magnetization directions in
each layer and can explain this measurement with an angle of

<45° betweenMW t and MW i and an angle of<0+ betweenMW t

andMW 1 as sketched in Fig. 5(b). Again two types of 4th ML
islands can be found on each of the 2 ML patches. This is
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indicated in Fig. 5(a): islands withMW 1 and MW 2 on a patch

with MW i and islands withMW 2 andMW 3 on a patch withMW ii . We
cannot differentiate between the two domains of the 4th ML

which both have an angle of 90° to theMW t, thus both are
denominated with 2. Also the two domains of the 2nd ML
with an angle of ±45° show the same strength of thedI /dU
signal, the same holds for the two domains witha< ±135°.

It is important to point out that a possible influence of the
structure of the 4th ML islands on the magnetic properties
has to be considered. As mentioned before the 4th ML is-

lands are elongated due to a uniaxial inward relaxation at the
island edges to partially relieve strain. Nevertheless it is ob-
served that each island is magnetized homogeneously and no
correlation of the magnetization direction with the long is-
land axis is found. This leads to the conclusion that the effect
of magnetoelastic coupling does not play a crucial role in
this context.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the topography and the corre-
sponding dI /dU map of 3.0 ML Fe/Ws001d at U=
+0.05 V measured with a Fe-coated tip. In this case three
different signal strengths of the 2nd MLsi –iii d but only two

FIG. 6. (Color) Sample of 3.0 ML of Fe on Ws001d grown atT<550 K. (a) Topography atU= +0.05 V; (b) dI /dU map corresponding
to (a) at U= +0.05 V;(c) sketch of the 45° rotation between 2nd and 4th ML magnetization;(d) dI /dU spectra of different magnetic domains
(i, ii , iii ) of the 2nd ML and asymmetry;(e) dI /dU spectra of different magnetic domains(1,2) of the 4th ML and asymmetry;(f) dI /dU
spectra of the 3rd ML.

FIG. 7. (Color) Sample of 3.2 ML of Fe on Ws001d grown atT<525 K. (a) Topography atU= +0.1 V; (b) dI /dU map corresponding
to (a) at U= +0.1 V; (c) sketch of the 45° rotation between 3rd and 4th ML magnetization.
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nuances of the 4th ML(1,2) are detected in thedI /dU map
(b). The explanation of these results is analog to the one for
the previous measurements shown in Fig. 5 and the resulting

magnetization axes with respect toMW t are shown in Fig. 6(c).
Compared to Fig. 5(b) the magnetization of the tip used in
this measurement is rotated by<45°. To investigate the spin
polarization of the 2nd and 4th ML in more detail we per-
formed spatially resolved fulldI /dU spectroscopy(stabiliza-
tion parameters:U= +1.0 V, I =1 nA) in the area indicated
by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 6(b). The spin-resolved spec-
tra for 2 and 4ML are shown in(d) and(e), a spectrum of the
3rd ML island in the image area is shown in(f). The spectra

of the 2nd ML (d) show thatMW ii is the intermediate ofMW i

and MW iii . The two peaks observed for the 2nd ML are both
highly spin polarized but with opposite sign. We observe an
asymmetry of up to +14% for the peak atU= +0.47 V and
up to −35% for the one at the Fermi energyU= ±0.00 V.
Figure 6(e) shows three peaks for the 4th ML, the one at
U= +0.46 V with an asymmetry up to +13%, the other ones
have opposite spin polarization:U= +0.24 V with asymme-
try −18%,U= +0.03 V with asymmetry −16%. The 3rd ML
shows spectral features atU= +0.30 V, +0.05 V, and
−0.18 V. In order to specify the character or cause of the
different spectral features and to explain the different elec-
tronic structure of the pseudomorphic layers or the energy-
dependent asymmetry, spin-resolved electronic structure cal-
culations have to be performed for this system.

3. Magnetism: wetting layer, 3rd ML and 4th ML islands

To investigate the magnetic anisotropy of the 3rd ML we
prepared a sample with growth conditions as described for
Fig. 3(b). The topography and a correspondingdI /dU map at
U= +0.1 V are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
The sample consists of a 2 ML thick wetting layer, connected
patches of the 3rd ML and 4th ML islands. ThedI /dU map
at U= +0.1 V (b) shows magnetic contrast for both the 3rd
and the 4th ML. Again we observe three contrast levels on
one layer(3rd ML: I–III ) and two on the other layer(4th
ML: 1,2) and can conclude that the sample magnetization

has an angle of<0° and<45° to MW t, respectively. The de-
rived magnetization axes for the 3rd and 4th ML are
sketched in Fig. 7(c). Just as for the 2nd ML the magnetiza-
tion of the 3rd ML also encloses an angle of 45+ with that of
the 4th ML. This leads to the conclusion that the 3rd ML
couples collinearly to the layer underneath, while the layer
on top, the 4th ML is magnetized along the other high-
symmetry direction of the surface. ThedI /dU signals of the
small areas of uncovered 2nd ML also show magnetic con-
trast and a spatial correlation to the domains of the 3rd ML is
found, while obviously no direct correlation is observed for
the magnetization directions of 3rd and 4th ML. The collin-
ear coupling between 2nd and 3rd ML was also observed in
the measurement shown in Fig. 4: the 3rd ML islands indi-
cated by the arrows in(a) also show a magnetic contrast in
thedI /dU map atU=−0.8 V (b) which was hidden to avoid
confusion when analyzing the 2nd ML regarding the mag-
netic signal. All 3rd ML islands on top of 2nd ML domainsi
show a particularly lowdI /dU signal. 3rd ML islands on the

oppositely magnetized domainiv appear very bright. A me-
dium dI /dU signal is found for 3rd ML islands on top of
domain ii while by chance there is no 3rd ML island on
domainiii in the image area. Since an antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between the 2nd and the 3rd ML is highly improbable
we conclude that they couple ferromagnetically but possess
an opposite spin polarization at this voltage. The measure-
ment shown in Fig. 7 is a further confirmation that an influ-
ence of the uniaxial strain relief of the 4 ML islands of Figs.
4–6 on the direction of the magnetization can be excluded.
Since a thermodynamical limit for the size of the 4th ML
islands is found to be on the order of 10 nm the larger islands
shown in Fig. 7 are considered to be fully strained except for
a negligible fringe at the island edges. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that the observed easy axis is an intrinsic property of
the highly strained 4 ML thick areas and not a result of the
strain relief.

4. Magnetism: Conclusions

The magnetic measurements show that the 2nd and 3rd
ML couple magnetically collinear in moderately annealed
samples of Fe on Ws001d at a measurement temperature of
T<13 K. Even though there have been theoretical calcula-
tions that predict an antiferromagnetic monolayer,28 an anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between 2nd and 3rd ML is very
unlikely and we conclude ferromagnetic coupling. With the
method of SP-STM we are not able to determine the absolute
direction of the magnetization and thus have to rely on mea-
surements described in the literature. Since MOKE
measurements15,19 found an easy magnetization axis along
k110l for the pseudomorphic growth regime of Fe on
Ws001d we conclude that the 2nd and 3rd ML both are mag-
netized alongk110l or equivalent directions. We showed that
the 4th ML has an easy axis which is rotated by 45° with
respect to that of 2nd and 3rd ML. Thus the easy magneti-
zation axis of the 4th ML isk100l. This result is shown in
Fig. 8.

It should be emphasized that in the samples studied the
magnetization rotates fromk100l to k110l and back on a
scale of down to 10 nm. An estimate of the exchange length
can be obtained by the evaluation of domain-wall widths.
For the pseudomorphic layers investigated(2nd, 3rd, 4th
ML ) domain-wall widths on the order of 6 nm are observed
(not shown here). The relation between the wall widthw of
90° Néel walls, the exchangeA and the magnetic anisotropy
K is given by w=4ÎA/K. Taking the Fe bulk valueA=2
310−11 J/m and the measured domain-wall width one ob-
tains a magnetic anisotropy of<23106 J/m3, which is on
the order of other values observed for thin iron films on

FIG. 8. Sketch of the unit cell of pseudomorphic Fe/Ws001d
together with the coverage dependent easy magnetization axes.
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tungsten29,30 (compared to the bulk value for Fe ofK<5
3104 J/m3). The magnetization is considered to rotate on an
even shorter length scale across the boundary between areas
with different easy axes due to a reduced energy for a rota-
tion of the magnetization by 45° only.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have presented a thorough investigation
of the system of Fe on Ws001d with an emphasis on the low
coverage regime. We presented layer-resolved electronic
structure measurements in terms ofdI /dU spectra. Depend-
ing on local coverage very different features are found which
cannot be explained on the basis of STM experiments. The-
oretical calculations especially examining the pseudomor-
phic regime are desirable to gain further insight into the char-
acter of the spectral features. SP-STM measurements
demonstrated that the sample of pseudomorphic Fe on
Ws001d with fourfold symmetry breaks up into several mag-
netic domains on the nanometer scale. The high spatial reso-

lution as well as the magnetic sensitivity allows the investi-
gation of up to eight differentdI /dU signal strengths in one
image and thus the direct correlation of magnetization direc-
tions of different layers with respect to the tip magnetization.
The magnetic easy axes in the low coverage regime has been
determined to rotate by 45° fromk110l in layers with a local
coverage of 2 and 3 ML tok100l at a local coverage of 4ML.
We are convinced that further SP-STM measurements are
useful to reach a more detailed understanding of the mag-
netic state of the monolayer of Fe on Ws001d as well. Fur-
thermore theoretical calculations are necessary to investigate
the cause of the switching of the easy axis in the low cover-
age regime.
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